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Abstract: Detailed understanding of hot gas path flow and heat transfer characteristics in gas turbine
systems is imperative in order to design cooling strategies to meet the stringent requirements in
terms of coolant usage to maintain critical components below a certain temperature. To this end,
extensive research has been carried out over the past four decades on advanced thermal diagnostic
methods to accurately measure heat transfer quantities such as Nusselt number and adiabatic film
cooling effectiveness. The need to capture local heat transfer characteristics of these complex flow
systems drives the development of measurement techniques and the experimental test facilities to
support such measurements. This article provides a comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art
thermal diagnostic efforts pertaining to heat transfer measurements in rotating gas turbine blade
internal and external cooling and rotor-stator disc cavity, all under rotating environments. The major
investigation efforts have been identified for each of the above three categories and representative
experimental results have been presented and discussed.
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1. Introduction
There has been a continued push for higher turbine inlet temperatures as it directly
affects the overall gas turbine efficiency. The resultant increase in the heat load on the
components in the high-pressure stages in gas turbine engines is significant and well
beyond the material capabilities to handle such harsh environments. To make this system
possible, the turbine components are equipped with sophisticated cooling technologies,
which are based on the relatively cooler air discharged from the compressor (~700 ◦ C)
bypassing the combustor. However, this discharge of pressurized air from the compressor
also results in loss of overall gas turbine efficiency. Hence, it is imperative to strike a balance
between the maximum coolant usage and the acceptable temperatures of the components
exposed to hot combustor exit gases. In order to increase the turbine power output by
100%, the turbine inlet temperature needs to increase from 1700 ◦ C to 2000 ◦ C with the
same amount of coolant usage, which is roughly 3–5% of the compressor discharge [1].
This increase in turbine inlet temperature will pose significant heat load and the constraint
on the coolant usage makes the job of turbine cooling designers extremely challenging.
Figure 1 shows a typical complex flow network in the first few stages of turbine section.
Hot gases from the combustor discharge first interact with the nozzle guide vanes and then
the first stage of rotor. The red and blue arrows represent the high- and low-pressure air
flow paths. The blue highlighted region is considered to be extremely critical as it directly
encounters the hot gases exiting the combustor section and the rotating components further
add to the thermal stresses, resulting in increased probability of component- or systemlevel failure. The rotating heat transfer research in this part of the gas turbine engine is
primarily focused on the internal cooling of blades, rotor-stator disk cavity flow and heat
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transfer, blade tip heat transfer and blade shroud heat transfer. The design of cooling
technologies for the rotating components has its own unique challenges in the sense that
the expected heat transfer correlations obtained under non-rotating conditions may not
hold true under an engine-similar rotating environment. Furthermore, for efficient cooling
concept development, it is important to accurately measure the heat transfer under the
simulated rotating conditions. This review article is focused on the measurements under
rotating conditions for the above-mentioned segments in the high-pressure turbine stages
and they are discussed briefly here.

Figure 1. Flow paths in a high-pressure turbine stage [Source: The Jet Engine, 1986].

A typical blade from high-pressure turbine stage is shown in Figure 2. The blade from
the outer side features a series of film-cooling holes that allow the coolant being routed in
the internal passages to bleed and form a protective skin of relatively cooler fluid over the
blade surface to reduce the effective heat flux from the hot gases flowing over the blades.

Figure 2. Blade film cooling holes, internal cooling cavities viewed from the top and representative
heat load from hot gases on the blade outer skin [2].
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The blade is essentially hollow with provisions for internal passages through which
the coolant is routed to increase the heat transfer between the internal walls of the blade.
Figure 2 also shows the cavities that feature turbulence promotors (rib turbulators), pin-fins
etc. and the magnitude of the heat load in different regions of blade outer skin which
dictates the internal and external cooling scheme. Much research has been carried out to
quantify the convective heat transfer coefficient between the blade internal walls and the
coolant for different segments in the gas turbine blade. For a comprehensive documentation
on this topic, the reader is referred to [3].
The internal cooling scheme in gas turbine blades is typically comprised of serpentine
passages in the mid-chord region, jet impingement through a row of circular jets in the
leading-edge region and an array of pin-fins in the trailing edge (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Internal cooling scheme in a typical gas turbine blade [2].

These cooling technologies are employed based on the cooling requirements, cooling
space availability, etc. The cooling supply is typically divided into two streams where one
line feeds the leading edge exclusively and the other feeds the mid-chord and the trailing
edge regions. There has been extensive research on the internal cooling heat transfer both
under stationary and rotating conditions, where several different designs of rib turbulators,
pin-fin shapes and jet impingement hole shapes have been investigated with an aim to
develop concepts that have high thermal hydraulic performance. This design criterion is
considered important to meet the enhanced cooling capabilities with limited usage of the
coolant air. In this article, the stationary condition heat transfer research is not included,
and the reader may refer to [3] for details. The following sections in this paper will cover
detailed heat transfer measurements for blade leading edge jet impingement, smooth
and rib turbulator-featured mid-chord serpentine passages, dimpled passages and pin-fin
heat transfer.
One other component of blade cooling is the tip and shroud, which is a challenging
area as the extremely small clearance between the shroud and tip results in significant
convective heat transfer loading due to hot gas high-speed flow. A typical turbine blade tip
flow scenario is shown in Figure 4. There are very limited experimental investigations to
capture the cooling characteristics of turbine blade tip and shroud due to inherent challenges associated with the rotating component and stationary temperature sensing device.
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Figure 4. Turbine blade tip cooling [4]. Reprint with permission from ASME (order number 1084744).

The hot gases exiting the combustor section have a detrimental effect on the rotorstator disc cavity, which are separated from each other by a fine clearance. The ingestion
of these hot gases imposes cooling challenges in this section of the turbine. The cooling
of rotor-stator cavity (Figure 5) is accomplished by bleeding the air extracted from the
compressor discharge into the cavity through the stator hub (e.g., Figure 1). Extensive
research has been carried out in this area to characterize the ingestion mechanism, the flow
and heat transfer in the disc-cavity and the interaction of the coolant and the ingested hot
gases, e.g., [5–7]. In this article, advanced thermal diagnostic techniques are presented that
have been employed for measurement of convective heat transfer coefficients on the stator
and rotor walls.

Figure 5. Rotor-stator disk cavity [5]. Reprint with permission from ASME (order number 1084750).
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The above discussion emphasizes on the need for accurate and detailed measurement
of heat transfer quantities to accurately predict the heat transfer loads in engine-similar
conditions and to design suitable cooling technologies that can meet the gas turbine
operational guidelines. This article is organized as follows: firstly, the experimental
techniques are presented briefly, second, the experimental setup design and challenges
involved in the rotating facilities are discussed, followed by important studies on the
cooling segments mentioned above. The paper will conclude with a critical assessment
of experimental techniques, experimental setups, and future trends in the rotating heat
transfer measurements.
2. Heat Transfer Measurement Techniques
Various thermal diagnostic methods can provide detailed wall temperature measurements in these complex geometries. These temperatures can then be suitably used in
heat diffusion governing equations in solids of interest to yield the heat transfer quantities such as wall heat flux, convective heat transfer coefficient and adiabatic film cooling
effectiveness.
2.1. Liquid Crystal Thermography (LCT)
Liquid crystal thermography has now evolved into a robust technique over the years,
which is very popular in turbine cooling community due to its ease of application on a
surface and simple conversion to local wall temperature. Thermochromic liquid crystals in a
micro-encapsulated form are sprayed on a surface, where these spherical particles (~20 µm)
are glued together via a suitable adhesive (also called “binders”). These chiral nematic
structures when exposed to light of a suitable wavelength at a certain crystal temperature
reflects light at a certain wavelength governed by Bragg’s reflection formula.
λ = npsinθ

(1)

The reflected light from the surface is captured by a regular Charged coupled device
(CCD) camera. The liquid crystal color change images captured by the CCD camera is
interpreted in different ways through image processing tools to establish a relationship
between an incident in color change process to a surface temperature. More details on
liquid crystal thermography can be found in Ireland and Jones [8] and its applications
in [9]. Different methods for color change to wall temperature conversion are presented in
Camci et al. [10] and Hay and Hollingsworth [11].
Calibration Methods in Liquid Crystal Thermography
There are many methods of calibrating liquid crystal color change with local wall
temperature. For calibration, a repeatable event is required which can be related to local
instantaneous wall temperature. The calibration methods rely on surface thermocouples.
The LCs can be calibrated in many different ways:
a.

b.
c.

A steady temperature gradient can be maintained on the surface coated with LC,
and with known temperature values on the two ends, a linear curve can be drawn
and equated to local color content.
Surface coated with LC can be maintained at a fixed temperature and the LC image
is recorded at small temperature increments to obtain the complete color play band.
There are transient methods as well for LC calibration and is mostly adopted for
in-situ calibration. A wall thermocouple is typically mounted on the surface in the
vicinity of the region of interest very convective heat transfer coefficient is to be
calculated. The fluid assisted heating or cooling drives the change in the surface temperature, and with the help of a CCD camera, the entire color change can be recorded
and later processed in conjunction with the local wall temperature measurements.

Method (c) above is very popular in forced convection type studies where in-situ calibration is preferred to ensure that the lighting conditions were same during the calibration
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and in the actual forced convection experiment. However, experimental setups can be
designed where methods (a) or (b) can be used in forced convection type experiments,
where exact same lighting conditions can be maintained, just the calibration will not be
in-situ in that case. Above methods present different ways in which color-temperature
relationship can be established. There are many methods to process the color change
also. For example, one can track an incidence such as start of red or green color, or find
the instance where peak red or peak green color occurred during the heating or cooling
process and related these occurrences to the measured local wall temperature. The idea
behind such practices is to locate an incidence which corresponds to an exclusive wall
temperature, which reduces the errors in calibration. A different method is to convert red,
green and blue color contents to Hue, Saturation and Intensity values. Through many
prior studies, a near linear or 2nd or 3rd order polynomial relationship has been observed
between Hue and wall temperature. This method has been proven to be more robust as it
offers a unique Hue-temperature pair, and multiple of such pairs can be obtained through
a simple calibration run through any of the three methods mentioned above (Figure 6).
Camci et al. [10] have reported extensive investigation on HSI method of calibration and
showed that it is less sensitive towards the ambient conditions. A sample HSI calibration
curve is shown below.

Figure 6. Hue, saturation, intensity calibration from Singh and Ekkad [12]. Reprint with permission
from Elsevier (order number 4961560858625).

2.2. Infrared Thermography (IRT)
Infrared thermography involves conversion of energy radiated by an object to the
infrared band of the electromagnetic spectrum, a technique which is eventually converted
to electronic signals. These signals are then processed for display as an image e.g., in
grey scale mode or a color mode where the intensity or color respectively, correspond
to a temperature. In short, IRT can be considered as a temperature measurement device.
More details on IRT and its application can be found in ([13], Chapter 6). The calibration
of the temperature output from the IR camera is also important since it requires the
input of surface emissivity. Above calibration can be achieved in two different ways:
(1) by measuring surface temperature via. thermocouple and finding emissivity post the
calibration run through establishing linear relationship between IR temperature output
and thermocouple output. The entire surface temperature time history can then be mapped
based on the above established relationship. (2) finding surface emissivity through above
method and enter that as an input to the software managing the IR output, such that
accurate temperature is output directly from the software and any post-processing of the
time-temperature history is not required. Note that IR calibration is also very sensitive to
the distance between the sensor and the surface an angle between the surface and the IR
camera sensor. A sample calibration procedure and curve are shown below in Figure 7 [13].
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Figure 7. Infrared thermography calibration based on wall mounted thermocouples [13].

2.3. Transient Techniques Using One-Dimensional Semi-Infinite Conduction Modeling
One technique based on thermochromic liquid crystals (TLC) is where a solid can
be treated as semi-infinite during short duration transient experiments. These solids are
typically made of clear acrylic with thermal conductivity (ks ) of ~0.2 W/mK and thermal
diffusivity (α) of ~1.1 × 10−7 m2 /s. The wall temperature (Tw ) evolution with time for
a solid initially at Ti subjected to sudden change in ambient fluid temperature (Tm ) is
given as,

 

Tw (t) = Ti + ( Tm − Ti ) 1 − exp β2 er f c( β)

(2)

√

where β = h αt/k. With the knowledge of one time-temperature pair (t, Tw ), heat transfer
coefficient h can be found in detailed measurements any error minimization routine. More
details about this method through studies conducted by the authors can be found in [13]
and the application of this technique to other scenarios can be found in [14–17].
2.4. Steady-State Experiments on Metallic Surfaces
Convective heat transfer coefficients can also be determined through steady state heat
transfer experiments where a known surface heat flux is applied on the solid and the local
wall temperature at the steady state is measured using liquid crystals or IR camera for
detailed measurements, as shown in figure and the fluid temperature is measured by a
wall thermocouple. The convective heat transfer can be written as,
h=

q00
Tw − T f

(3)

The employment of above techniques will be discussed again for specific experiments
under different rotation scenarios.
2.5. Heat/Mass Transfer: Naphthalene Sublimation
The naphthalene sublimation technique is based on heat-mass transfer analogy and
considered to be one of the most effective methods for local heat transfer coefficient
determination, particularly in the situations with large thermal gradients where above
mentioned techniques may yield in significant errors due to lateral conduction. Goldstein
and Cho [18] have provided a comprehensive analysis of this method.
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2.6. Adiabatic Film Cooling Measurements Using Pressure Sensitive Paints (PSP)
As shown in Figure 2, the gas turbine blade is externally cooled as well through
bleeding of blade internal cooling air through an array of film holes. This creates a cooler
protective film on the blade outer skin that essentially reduces the net heat flux into the
blade from the hot gases. There have been many investigations on the quantification of
adiabatic film cooling effectiveness by different experimental techniques based on thermocouple, TLC and IR thermography. A detailed account of that can be found in [3]. Post 2005,
there have been a surge in the film cooling studies based on pressure sensitive paints (PSP),
a technique originally proposed by Zhang and Fox in 1999 [19]. This technique to determine
the film cooling effectiveness is based on oxygen quenching and does not have the issues of
lateral heat diffusion on the surface, target surface material, relative temperature difference
between mainstream temperature and the target surface temperature. A detailed account
of the working principle of this technique and its application in many different turbine
cooling segments is provided by Han and Rallabandi [20].
Wright et al. [21] have reported a detailed comparison between the three different
techniques to measure adiabatic film cooling effectiveness, viz. PSP, TSP, IR, where TSP
stands for Temperature Sensitive Paints.
3. Experimental Facilities for Rotating Heat Transfer Measurements
3.1. Turbine Blade Internal Cooling Research Facilities
Although the research on turbine blade internal cooling under rotating conditions
dates to the late 1980s and early 1990s, the experimental facilities were steady-state copper
heater based which provided region-wise averaged heat transfer coefficient. For example, an experimental program at The Gas Turbine Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) on impingement heat transfer was the first, focused on rotating heat
transfer [22]. The same group at MIT later carried out a series of experimental investigations on rotor blade heat transfer [23], film-cooling [24], etc. Some other noteworthy
experimental programs are the rotational heat transfer investigations on multi-passage rib
roughened and smooth channel at United Technologies Research Center (UTRC) in East
Hartford, CT, USA, by Johnson and team [25–28]. The Turbine Heat Transfer Laboratory
at Texas A&M University (TAMU) directed by Han, J.-C. housed a rotating heat transfer
facility for turbine blade internal cooling measurements for two-passage rib roughened
ducts, single-passage ducts with different aspect ratios, leading edge jet impingement,
etc. [29–31]. The TAMU group since then has published over 200 archival publications on
the topic of rotating heat transfer for roughened ducts. There have been some other groups
as well who have contributed immensely towards rotating heat transfer field in the 1990s
and have not be described here in the interest of brevity, e.g., [32–34].
Following discussion includes selected studies on detailed heat transfer coefficient
and film cooling effectiveness under rotating conditions, where the experimental facilities
and representative datasets obtained are introduced to the reader. We have tried to present
these studies in a chronological order. The topic-specific sections on different segments in
rotating components will provide a detailed account on the data.
The above-mentioned rotating heat transfer studies [22–34] are considered benchmark
in the field and widely cited for both experimental and numerical validation. With the
advancements in the detailed surface temperature measurements, there has been a constant
push to resolve local heat transfer characteristics since the value of those datasets results
in filling up the knowledge gap, which region-wise averaged heat transfer data cannot
provide. To this end, some of the existing detailed heat transfer coefficient measurement
techniques, such as a popular mass transfer technique based on heat and mass transfer
analogy was extended to rotating systems, using Naphthalene sublimation technique.
This technique is essentially based on post-processing where in-situ measurements under
rotating conditions were not required –, and this proved to be a major advantage compared
to thermal diagnostic methods at that time.
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3.1.1. Turbine Blade Internal Cooling: Mass Transfer Methods
Lau et al., at Texas A&M [35] led the efforts on mass transfer experiments under
rotating conditions and presented detailed heat transfer coefficient for leading, trailing
and blade tip underside. Figure 8 shows the test rig that was used to carry out these
measurements. The local Sherwood number ratio (Sh/Sh0 ) contours have been shown in
Figure 9 for both smooth channels under rotating and stationary conditions. The valuable
information on the local heat transfer characteristics revealed fine details in the sharp-bend
region and the differences between leading and trailing sides for radially inward and
outward flows.

Figure 8. Mass transfer experiments under rotating conditions [35]. Reprint with permission from
ASME (order number 1084745).

Figure 9. Local Sherwood Number (Sh) ratio (Sh/Sh0 ) under stationary (left) and rotating conditions
(right) [35] Reprint with permission from ASME (order number 1084745).
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3.1.2. Turbine blade internal cooling: Infrared Thermography
Chang et al. [36] were one of the first to employ infrared thermography technique
under steady-state heat transfer condition to measure the surface temperature under
rotating condition for wide range of Rotation numbers and Buoyancy parameters. This
method had its own advantage such as different wall temperatures maintained to achieve
high density ratios (∆ρ/ρ), and their test facility shown in Figure 10a had provisions to
accommodate large test sections that lateral heat diffusion enabled high Rotation number
(ωD/Vc ) at relatively moderate rotational speeds. Further, Infrared thermography provides
advantage over liquid crystal thermography as it provides local wall temperature in the
entire operation range as opposed to only a fixed narrow band thermochromic liquid
crystal. One limitation in this experimental method is the effect of lateral heat diffusion,
which is stronger in the case of metals. Although gas turbine blade walls are made with
metal alloys, the aim behind the convective heat transfer experiments is to capture the
contribution of the fluid domain and testing conditions, which includes Reynolds number,
Rotation number, Buoyancy parameter, etc. The added effect of metal - assisted heat
diffusion skews the heat transfer results and, hence, should be used with caution.

Figure 10. (a) Rotating rig facility employing Infrared thermography by Chang et al. [36], (b) detailed Nusselt number ratio
(Nu/Nu0 ) ratio under rotating conditions (Ro varied from 0.1 to 0.8) Reprint with permission from Elsevier (order number
4955590102249).
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This study by Chang et al. [36] and many more (to be discussed later) can be considered
a gamechanger in the rotating heat transfer measurements, as (1) detailed local heat transfer
measurements could be obtained, (2) high Rotation numbers (engine-similar) could be
obtained with the experimental facility, and (3) the aiding and opposing roles of Buoyancy
in the serpentine passages could be studied since the facility allowed wide range of density
ratios. The results hence generated had the best of both- highly controlled testing conditions
obtained in steady-state heat transfer experiment (which yielded in region-wise averaged
Nu ratio, e.g., [22–33]) and local heat transfer coefficients (Figure 10b), which typically
employed transient heat transfer experiments (in which such control over testing conditions
is limited at best) which will be discussed later in this sub-section.
3.1.3. Turbine Blade Internal Cooling Heat Transfer: Transient Liquid
Crystal Thermography
Transient liquid crystal thermography (TLCT) experiments are popular in the gas
turbine heat transfer community due to its simplicity in application in complex internal
and external cooling scenarios, robust calibration, repeatable and detailed heat transfer
coefficient and adiabatic film cooling effectiveness results. More details on this technique
can be found in Ekkad and Han [9]. Although Blair et al. [37] were technically the first ones
to have successfully used liquid crystals under rotating conditions, the dataset generated
was of limited quality due to then limitations of available equipment. The group at
Northeastern University led by Taslim [38] have also demonstrate the use of liquid crystals
in their rotating rig facility for smooth and ribbed radial channels using steady-state
experimental technique. In the interest of brevity, we have dropped these studies from
discussion, to focus more on detailed heat transfer maps. To the best of authors’ knowledge,
Lamont et al. [39] were the first to use the TLCT using one-dimensional semi-infinite
conduction modeling in rotating conditions to measure detailed convective heat transfer
coefficients in two-passage ribbed channels.
The experimental test facility is shown in Figure 11a,b. This test rig [40] can accommodate complex internal cooling passages such as rib turbulators [41] and jet impingement [42].
In this experimental test rig, the liquid crystal color change was capture by a CCD camera
mounted on the test section itself. The camera was also rotated with the test section through
the transient test. These experiments used relatively colder air to get the buoyancy force
direction right, and with a liquid crystal color play band between 10 and 15 ◦ C, a hue-based
method was adopted to find the time taken by a certain pixel to reach a reference solid
temperature that lies in the color play band, and with that information, the local convective
heat transfer coefficient was determined.

Figure 11. (a) Rotating heat transfer facility [40], (b) test section, (c) detailed Nusselt number ratio (Nu/Nu0 ) [40].

The facility also allows in-situ calibration of the liquid crystals in each experimental
run. This experimental method has been proven to be very efficient in obtaining detailed
heat transfer coefficient in quick turnaround time, with high degree of repeatability. The
limitations of this test rig include the low Buoyancy numbers due to the limitations imposed by the liquid crystal color change band. Further, due to the transient nature of
experiments, the fluid temperature would drop continuously throughout the experiments,
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3.3. Rotor-Stator Disc Cavity Heat Transfer Research
The third part of the experimental facility section is based on the experiments carried
out on model axial-flow turbines featuring single or multi-stage turbine sections, where
local heat transfer measurements were made on the rotor disc and adjacent stator. One of
the first few studies employing liquid crystals to measure radial variation of convective
heat transfer coefficient on rotor and stator surfaces was by Bunker et al. [49], although the
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detailed measurements were not presented. A one-dimensional semi-infinite conduction
model with Duhamel’s superposition principle was used to model the heat diffusion
into the solid where heat transfer coefficient was to be determined. There have been
other similar investigations that have employed liquid crystals in disc cavity heat transfer
research, but the experimental setups are not described here in the interest of brevity,
e.g., [50–52].
Lock et al. [53] carried out transient liquid crystal experiments on a model rotorstator disc cavity where a fraction of the pre-swirl air exiting from the stator was fed
to the receiver holes on the rotor disc. The influence of the swirl parameter, rotational
Reynolds number and turbulence was investigated using a transient technique developed
by Gillespie et al. [54] at the University of Oxford (Figure 14).

Figure 13. (a) Rotating rig at Turbomachinery Performance and Flow Research Laboratory at TAMU, (b) different blade
tip cooling designs, (c) film cooling measurement setup based on PSP [48]. Reprint with permission from ASME (order
number 1084748).

Figure 14. (a) Typical pre-swirl flow system, (b) test-section cross-section, (c) schematic of the test section, (d) sample liquid
crystal color change snapshot during the experiment, (e) local heat transfer coefficient map in the vicinity of receiver holes
and the azimuthally symmetric nature in the radially inboard regions. [53]. Reprint with permission from ASME (order
number 1084749).
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4. Experimental Results on Detailed Local Heat Transfer Behavior
This section presents findings of some key experimental investigations on different
cooling segments on internal cooling, external cooling, and disc cooling.
4.1. Blade Internal Cooling
As shown in Figure 3, the blade internal cooling can be broadly divided into leading
edge, mid-chord region and trailing edge. There has been extensive research in each of these
segments and some representative studies have been presented here to capture important
findings and to showcase the capability of select few studies in accurately determining the
detailed heat transfer quantities under rotating conditions.
4.1.1. Leading Edge/Jet Impingement under Rotation
Lamont et al. [42] investigated leading edge heat transfer characteristics for a single
row of five jets under maximum crossflow condition. The impingement orientation with
respect to the rotation vector and a sample detailed map of h has been shown in Figure 15.
Under rotating conditions, the jets retained their typical stagnation-based heat transfer
enhancement profile and that the stationary case heat transfer was in between the trailing
and leading-edge rotation scenarios.

Figure 15. Leading edge jet impingement and detailed Nusselt number map under rotating conditions [40].

One other study on jet impingement on the same facility was carried out by Singh and
Ekkad [55,56] for array of small jets impinging on three different dimpled configurations
under maximum crossflow condition. Another leading-edge jet impingement with bleed
holes was presented by Cocchi et al. [57] where the authors used transient liquid crystal
thermography technique to measure local heat transfer in an impingement channel which
closely represented the actual blade leading edge profile.
4.1.2. Mid-Chord Cooling: Serpentine Smooth and Roughened Channels
As shown in Figure 3, the mid-chord section of the gas turbine blade features serpentine passages connected to each other by 180-degree bends. The bend that is towards blade
tip is flat in shape and the bend towards the blade root is U-shaped. These designs of bends
are driven by the geometrical constraints of the blade profile. This section is divided into
three more categories: (a) smooth channels and rib-roughened channels, (b) U-bend, and
(c) channels featuring other roughness elements.
Smooth and Rib-Roughened Channels
Detailed Sherwood number ratio for rotating smooth channel was presented by authors in [35] (Figure 9). Following this benchmark study, Nikitopoulos et al. [58] and Kim
et al. [59] also successfully implemented mass transfer methods under rotating conditions.
Lamont et al. [37] presented local Nusselt number ratio for both smooth and ribbed channels under rotating conditions. In the smooth channels, with the help of LC thermography,
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the fine details of flow separation in the bend region could be identified under the rotating
conditions and how leading and trailing sides were different from each other. For the
ribbed channels, the bend heat transfer was not very affected by rotation; however, the
leading and trailing side heat transfer was very different for both radially outward and
inward channels (Figure 16). A developing channel flow study [41] was also reported
by same authors in [37], where different rib profiles were investigated under rotating
conditions. Mayo et al. [47] carried out liquid crystal thermography experiments using
steady-state heat transfer technique on 90-degree rib roughened ducts. The heat transfer
contours were quite different from the LC-based studies that produces sharp images with
high contrast highlighting finest of the details. In steady-state experiments, the diffused
nature of heat transfer can be observed, since most of the times, the lateral heat diffusion is
not corrected. This is one major problem that LC-based studies take care of since the short
duration transient experiments on low thermal conductivity and low thermal diffusivity
solids result in strictly one-dimensional heat transfer for properly designed experiments.
As mentioned earlier, the rotation studies carried out by using Infrared thermography
where a steady-state temperature of wall is maintained, has several advantages over typical
transient experiments, where the thermo-physical properties are also time variant and
buoyancy effects are not properly captured.

Figure 16. Detailed Nusselt number ratio (Nu/Nu0 ) for smooth and W-shaped ribbed channels under stationary and
rotating conditions [40].

Chang et al. [60] investigated developing flow in a rotating parallelogram-shaped
channel featuring angled rib turbulators. The experiments were carried out over Rotation
numbers from 0 to 0.3 and Buoyancy number from 0.002 to 0.23. The wide spectrum
of Rotation number and Buoyancy parameters provided a much-needed correlations for
leading and trailing side heat transfer under rotating conditions. The same group went
on to publish several research articles covering different aspects of rotating heat transfer
for a wide variety of configurations such as, two opposite walls roughened by skewed
ribs [61], impinging jet-row [62], S-shaped zig-zag channel [63], furrowed channel with
opposite skewed sinusoidal wavy walls [64], attached and detached transverse ribs [65]
and twin-pass smooth-walled parallelogram channels [66].
The above investigations using advanced thermal diagnostics yielding detailed convective heat transfer coefficient measurements provide valuable insight into the complex
flow and thermal transport mechanisms. The interplay of Coriolis force, centrifugal buoyancy, rotation-assisted near-wall turbulence, Reynolds number etc. requires the knowledge
of detailed heat transfer measurements along with flow-field measurements using particleimage velocimetry, e.g., [67–70]. With improved understanding of transport phenomena
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under rotating conditions, it is also imperative to utilize this knowledge database in the
development of efficient cooling designs that have higher thermal hydraulic performance
and where rotation-induced detrimental effects can be negated. To this end, some of the
recent investigations by Singh and Ekkad [16,71–73] are mentioned here.
Singh et al. [16] performed transient liquid crystal thermography experiments to
develop cooling designs where rotation was used in favor of heat transfer enhancement
on both leading and trailing walls. In the conventional two-passage channels featuring
rib turbulators, the flow is radially outward in the first passage and radially inward in the
second passage. The combined effects of Coriolis force and centrifugal buoyancy forces on
this arrangement of coolant flow in 1st and 2nd passages result in enhancement in heat
transfer on trailing walls and leading walls, respectively, and reduction in heat transfer on
the leading and trailing walls of the 1st and 2nd passages. This redistribution of convective
heat transfer coefficient not only deviates from the Nusselt number ratio levels obtained
under stationary conditions, but it also results in non-uniformity in the blade temperature,
which leads to increase in thermal stresses. These thermal stresses when combined with the
rotational effects, can result in frequent maintenance of the turbine blade or may even lead
to a permanent failure. Hence, it is imperative to somehow damp the detrimental effects of
rotation or utilize it in an intelligent way. The cooling channel orientations presented in
Figure 17 essentially results in heat transfer enhancement for both radially outward and
inward flows, where maximum benefit can be seen in the 2nd passage, where leading wall
heat transfer was enhanced.

Figure 17. Novel cooling configurations utilizing rotation in favor of heat transfer enhancement on both leading and trailing
sides [16]. Reprint with permission from Elsevier (order number 4961580086797).

A series of experiments were performed by Singh et al. [71–73] to develop multipassage serpentine passages that could essentially negate the detrimental effects of Coriolis
force on heat transfer in the conventional orthogonally oriented channels. In [71], the
authors presented an experimental and numerical study on four- and six-passage smooth
configurations where the passages were arranged parallel to the rotation vector with an
aim to negate the Coriolis force effect on flow and heat transfer. The authors successfully
demonstrated the efficacy of this concept in meeting the above desired goal through
presentation of detailed heat transfer measurements with high degree of similarity between
rotating and stationary conditions even at the local scale (Figure 18).
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Figure 18. Parallel rotation multi-passage cooling scheme proposed by Singh et al. [71]. Reprint with permission from
ASME (order number 1085964).

In a follow-up paper [72], the same authors [71] extended this concept to channels
featuring 45-degree angled rib turbulators and showed that the concept worked for rough
channels as well (Figure 19). An eight-passage smooth duct was also presented in this
series of papers on the concept of negating Coriolis force effect [73].

Figure 19. Parallel rotation multi-passage ribbed configurations proposed by Singh et al. [72]. Reprint with permission from
ASME (order number 1085960).

U-bend
Iacovides et al. [74] carried out an experimental study using TLCT on a rotating
square-ended U-bend where the channel cross-sectional area changed across the bend
region and a wide range of Prandtl number was also studied. It was found that post
the bend region, the flow separation effects were lower for water when compared to air.
Another study by Iacovides et al. [75] reported U-bend heat transfer where the passages
were equipped with 45-degree angled rib turbulators. Some of the prior studies mentioned
above have also explored the U-bend heat transfer and provide important discussion on
flow separation at the divider wall [17], impingement effect on the blade tip underside
corresponding to the 1st passage [17], effect of Dean-type vortices [17], and post-bend heat
and flow characteristics [16,17].
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Other Roughness Elements Used in Mid-Chord Region
Dimples (concavities) and protrusions are also widely investigated for their potential
application in cooling mid-chord serpentine passages. These roughness elements are
known to produce relatively lower heat transfer compared to rib turbulators; however,
the concomitant pressure drop is also low. For detailed investigations on such concepts,
the reader is referred to some stationary condition studies [13,14,76–78]. In this subsection, we are highlighting some representative investigations on detailed heat transfer
on dimple/protrusion channels. Kim et al. [79] investigated the effect of dimple depth,
dimple center-to-center distance, channel height on heat transfer coefficient for wide range
of Reynolds number at a fixed rotational speed of 500 rpm. Kim et al. [80] investigated
dimpled-channel orientation effects on heat transfer for different rotation numbers. Hemispherical protrusions in a channel were investigated by Chang et al. [81] for Rotation
numbers between 0–0.6. Chang et al. [82] also investigated rib-dimpled compound channel
under rotating conditions.
Blade Trailing-Edge Cooling
As shown in Figure 3, the blade trailing edge is typically cooled with an array of
pin-fins. Under stationary conditions, pin-fin heat transfer for various pin shapes is well
characterized through detailed heat/mass transfer measurements [83–86]. For trailing
edge cooling under rotation, the flow is radially outward, and the pin-fins are fabricated in
a single channel. Chang et al. [87] investigated heat transfer characteristics of diamondshaped pin-fins arranged in a staggered form for Rotation numbers between 0 and 0.6.
Huang et al. [46] investigated rotating heat transfer characteristics of channel featuring
inline and staggered arrangements on pin-fins. Typical local Nusselt number contour is
presented in Figure 20, where the trailing side enhancement can be clearly observed over
the leading side.
This trend indicates that the combined effects of Coriolis force and centrifugal buoyancy forces in radially outward channel that results in transport of relatively colder fluid
from channel core to the trailing side wall is strong and present in many different roughened channels. Another study by the same leading author [88] focused on radially rotating
rectangular channel with compound cooling concept of pin–fins on skewed rib lands.
Compound cooling scheme of protrusion and pin in radially outward flow single channel
was investigated by Ullal et al. [89]. Some parametric studies on trailing edge cooling with
pin-fins were reported in [90,91]. Pagnacco et al. [92] investigated a unique configuration
with coolant fed to the pin-fin channel via. a serpentine rib-roughened duct. The Rotation
number was very low to notice any discernable differences between pressure and suction
side internal heat transfer characteristics.
4.2. Blade External Cooling
Blade external cooling is an extremely challenging task due to the complex nature of tip
leakage flows, the rotation assisted- and rotor-stator-interaction-enabled flow disturbances,
leakage flows emanating from the rotor-stator disc cavity modifying the blade platform
fluid dynamics, etc. The tip of a blade is usually cooled both internally and externally.
The internal side of a blade tip lies in the U-bend region of the serpentine passages with
a flat tip. One cooling scheme based on micro-scale roughness elements on the blade tip
underside was investigated by Ledezma and Bunker [93] using liquid crystal thermography
under stationary condition. A detailed summary on stationary heat transfer measurements
around blade tip region can be found in the review article by Xie and Sunden [94]. In
this section, only a select few studies on rotating heat transfer measurements for blade
tip/platform (external) are presented.
Suryanarayanan et al. [95] were the first to present detailed adiabatic film cooling
measurements on blade endwall with purge air emanating from the disc cavity, on a threestage axial flow turbine facility. A pressure sensitive paint-based technique was used to
find adiabatic film cooling effectiveness.
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Rezasoltani et al. [47] carried out an experimental and numerical study on blade tip
film cooling under rotating conditions. The measurements were made on the same facility
as in [95] and the technique is presented earlier in this paper (Section 3.2). Blade tip and
shroud heat transfer coefficient and adiabatic film cooling effectiveness measurements
under rotating conditions was investigated recently by Tamunobere and Acharya [96,97]
where the authors used transient liquid crystal thermography technique to find both heat
transfer and adiabatic film cooling effectiveness. The details of this technique can be found
in [98,99].

Figure 20. Local Nusselt number under rotation [46]. Reprint with permission from Elsevier (order
number 4970940401126).

4.3. Rotor-Stator Disc Cavity Cooling
Due to the circumferential sinusoidal pressure variation at the tip of the rotor-stator
disc cavity, there is an unsteady hot gas ingestion into the disc cavity that has the potential
to significantly shorten the component lifespan. Extensive research has been conducted
over the past three decades to understand the ingestion and egress mechanisms in the disc
cavity, and several semi-empirical models have been proposed. Some recent models have
proven their robustness after being tested with large volumes of existing static pressure
measurements in disc cavity and blade platform and tracer gas ingestion measurements
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in the cavity. These models can predict the ingestion and egress flow rates for different
test conditions, such as main airflow Reynolds number, Rotational Reynolds number,
turbulence parameter, purge air flow rates etc. [100–113].
In this section, we focus on some key studies employing advanced thermal diagnostics
to measure local heat transfer coefficient in the rotor-stator disc cavity. Earlier studies
in the late 1980s and early 1990s by the group at Arizona State University successfully
demonstrated the use of liquid crystals in transient experiments to measure the radial
variation of Nusselt number in rotating systems, e.g., [48–51]. Later, the studies conducted
at the University of Bath (UK) demonstrated the use of liquid crystals thermography in
measuring the local heat transfer characteristics of wide range of disc cavity configurations
with purge flows. The details of this technique are presented in [114,115] and a detailed
analysis of associated uncertainties in liquid crystal transient technique is given in [116].
Further, more recently, the effect of ingress on the disc temperature was studied using
liquid crystals by [117]. More studies employing these advanced thermal diagnostics are
expected as they provide great insight into the local heat transfer characteristics of surfaces
in the rotating framework and provide extensive validation to the numerical efforts.
5. Concluding Remarks
This review article presents the employment of advanced thermal diagnostic techniques for detailed heat transfer measurements under complex rotating systems pertaining
to high-pressure gas turbine stages. The popular techniques based on heat/mass transfer
have been briefly presented. The experimental facilities which have successfully demonstrated the use of advanced thermal diagnostics have been presented in detail. The review
was focused on three major categories: (1) turbine blade internal cooling, (2) turbine blade
external cooling, and (3) rotor-stator disc cavity cooling. The experimental methods and
the measurement techniques have been critically assessed for their accuracy and robustness. Overall, the knowledge database generated through these techniques under rotating
conditions provide extremely valuable insights into the complex internal and external
flow scenarios which are typical of gas turbine hot gas path. These investigations provide
guidance to engineers and researchers in the design of cooling concepts for next generation
aircraft and land-based power generation gas turbines. With the continued advancements
in the resolution and accuracy of the measurement devices and the need for validation of
large-eddy simulation-based numerical predictions, more studies utilizing the advanced
thermal diagnostics can be expected for which this article may serve as a reference tool.
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